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What is microlensing good for? 
•  Extending the exoplanet discovery space: capable of 

finding low-mass planets beyond the snow line 

•  Understanding exoplanet architecture: microlensing is 
able to characterise multiple-planet analogues of our 
solar system 

•  Putting planet formation theories to the test: microlensing 
sensitivity is right where core-accretion models predict 
the bulk of planet formation takes place 





Besançon model

Penny, Kerins, Rattenbury, Beaulieu, et al., 2012, MNRAS submitted 
PhD Matthew Penny 

EUCLID microlensing 

Microlensing simulator
3 fields, 270 sec per pointing,

5x2 months observing



Simulated images of galactic Bulge 



EUCLID will detect Earth mass planets 





EUCLID will detect free floating Earth 



EUCLID will detect very low mass planets 



EUCLID planet catch with 300 days 
1 planet of mass Mp within 0.03-30 AU (pessimistic)  



EUCLID planet catch with 300 days 



Constraint on mass function  
60, 120, 240, 300 days survey 



Different population of host stars 
complement & overlap with Kepler



•  Currently in additionnal science 

•  EUCLID understood the excellent synergy cosmic shear/microlensing requirements 

•  EUCLID/ML  complements parameter space probed by RV and KEPLER 

•  Full census on planets down to Mars mass, getting η⊕(Abundance of habitable Earth) 

•  Getting free floating planets down to the mass of Earth 

•  From frozen to snow line to habitable planets 

Penny,et al. 2012, MNRAS submitted, on astroph 

And with 6 months of EUCLID microlensing before WFIRST launch, we can 
harvest most of the Science they are targeting…
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